Digital Media Artist Walter Paul Bebirian
Enhancing your innate abilities, one artwork at a time.
Beth Waldman
New York City based artist Walter
Paul Bebirian reveals his Volord
Kingdom with a unique digital media
collection of currently over 169,000
artworks. Volord, meaning world in
Armenian, is truly the best word to
describe the vast concepts that lie
behind Bebirian’s creative process and
his philosophy on life. Bebirian states,
“I am in Infinite Generation and
therefore my Potential is Unlimited.”
Walter Paul Bebirian

Daily, if not multiple times of the day or night, Bebirian creates his work and shares it through his
multiple websites. In his article “The Ultimate Source of Renewable Energy”, Bebirian states that “No
where else than the human minds lay the power to take the thoughts that come to it and transform the
worlds that they might inhabit”. His work is an offering to the Volord Kingdom, to us all, to stimulate
the mind “utilizing the colors-shapes-textures and thought provoking qualities of the thousands upon
thousands of images” Bebirian writes, thousands of images which he has upload to The Bebirian Art
Collection. Almost as a form of meditation, Bebirian’s extensive collection of work enhances your
innate abilities, one artwork at a time.
Walter Paul Bebirian has been creating art
since 1958. He created his last physical piece
in 2001 when he discovered his severe
allergic reaction to paint and pigment. Since,
he has dedicated to work only in the digital
media. He is a digital media artist who sees
no end to his work. What he created
yesterday, is part of what he is creating today
and that is also part of what he will create in
the future. He defines that concept as
Fluctuating Abstract ionism. It is a state in
which individuals are “acting as if they are
held together with a net electric charge due
soley to their current preoccupation or
concentration or whatever that might be”,
Walter Paul Bebirian says Bebirian. Through the intense colors and
energetic movement in his work, one can
easily sense this net electric charge. Some works explore this preoccupation whiles offer some order in
which to channel this energy for the purpose of focus.

Bebirian does not leave his concepts
on the screen, but has set up multiple
systems to execute his ideas to the
Volord Kingdom. Everyone is
welcome and encouraged to view and
experience his collection on his
website www.bebirianart.com. In line
with his philosophy of unlimited
potential, Bebirian views any available
resource as a means to enhance your
innate abilities. He has developed a
plethora of articles as well exploring
these ideas and keeps a daily blog of
his work and thoughts at
www.waltersrandomthoughts.blogspot
.com. In addition, he utilizes the tools
offered by Imagekind, Inc. to make his
work available to collectors to hang on
the walls of their home in a variety of sizes and physical media.

Walter Paul Bebirian

Nowhere else than in the human minds lay the power to take the thoughts that come to it
and transform the worlds that they inhabit - to invent - to create - to transform as well as
to totally reshape the environment that humans inhabit to accommodate the environment
to their liking to make things more pleasant and to allow them to better function and
continue on further in their ability with their minds to create even more powerful and
greater amounts of energy.- Walter Paul Bebirian

